QPresence

a biometric clock in the cloud
QPresence is a biometric time clock that connects directly to the Cloud. QPresence enjoys the benefits of an
automated employee time tracking system with the added convenience and security of biometric (fingerprint)
authentication.

To clock, the employee simply places a finger on the
QPresence fingerprint scanner. After recognition, a
voice message is played stating name and clock
status. QPresence can collect and process data
from multiple sites.
A biometric fingerprint time clock will keep your
employees honest at all times. Unlike passwords
& badges, fingerprints cannot be shared because
they are unique to the individual.

QPresence empowers users
If you give the users access to their own web
profile, they can keep track of their presence
data themselves. This avoids consumption of
administrative resources for routine tasks.

QPresence:
a social biometric clock
QPresence users can publish their presence data
automatically onto their personal Facebook page
to complete their timeline. By doing so, they
automatically advertise your organization to all
their friends.

A study by the APA (American Payroll Association)
shows that by adopting an automated time and
attendance system, companies can save up to 4% of
annual payroll expense.
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QPresence: a biometric clock in the cloud

QPresence:
affordable presence reporting
QPresence functions as a cloud service which
means that the system is managed remotely for
you. In case of Internet failure, the system can
still function based on the previously registered
users. Attendance data is temporarily stored
locally until the internet connection is restored. If a
fingerprint system would fail, you will be informed
automatically. The service fee is so low that an
organization cannot benefit by doing the time
tracking themselves.

Integration into any application
To process payroll, QPresence presents reports that
provide detailed time and attendance information.
Time and attendance data can be exported in
different formats. It allows importing into almost
any accounting software. An API allows you to
automate this process.
Reduce costly payroll errors from manually
calculated employee hours or inaccurate time
cards.
Eliminate inflated labor hours and buddy
punching with biometric time clock.

QPresence provides real time access to reports
from anywhere with an Internet connection. This
reporting provides Management with up to the
minute information regarding who is present, as
well as valuable reports to help manage time and
attendance most efficiently. QPresence helps
you take control of your business, eliminate
fraud and avoid disputes.

Quickly generate reports that provide better
insight on employee presence records.
Significantly reduce time required to process
employee time and attendance data.
Service is hosted for both employee and
management.
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